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Introduction

I Tracking detectors determine the momentum of charged particles in ATLAS
and CMS, and currently use a silicon substrate.

I The detectors are subjected to high levels of radiation. This affects properties
of the silicon substrate, reducing the detection efficiency.

I Diamond is being considered as an alternative substrate to survive radiation
levels of O(1016) particles per cm2 due to its radiation hardness and lower
noise.

I The current electrode fabrication technique limits the diameter and resistivity
of the electrodes to ≈ 6 µm and ≈ 1 Ωcm respectively.. This is rectified using
a dynamically adaptive wavefront.

Figure 1: A 3D diamond detector produced in Manchester

3D vs Planar Detectors

I Planar detectors have electrodes on each side of the substrate, whereas 3D detectors have
electrodes penetrating through the diamond bulk (Figure 1).

I The drift distance for full charge collection depends on the electrode separation. Planar detectors
are limited by the substrate thickness (> 300 µm).

I Shorter drift paths reduce the trapping probability of charge carriers, increasing the detection
efficiency. This means the 3D geometry is more radiation hard than planar detectors.

Electrode Fabrication

I Femtosecond pulse length laser causes a phase transition from diamond to graphite at the focal
point. Shorter pulse lengths produce more uniform structures, but with higher resistivity than
longer (O(ns)) pulse lengths1.

I Moving the diamond substrate relative to the focal point forms continuous electrodes, which likely
consists of amorphous graphite.

Controlling the Wavefront

I The fabrication of graphitic electrodes uses a flat-incident wavefront, and the
focal spot of the laser is distorted by refraction at the surface of the diamond
(highlighted in red, Figure 2).

I A high numerical aperture (NA) lens was used for fabrication, so aberrations
are important.

I A dynamically adaptive wavefront alters the laser focus at different depths in
the diamond bulk by correcting for the aberration of the beam, accomplished
using a spatial light modulator (SLM).

I This results in a smaller focal spot with a higher energy density.

Figure 2: The focal spot due to a flat wavefront (left) and an adaptive wavefront (right)2.

Resistivity Measurements

I The electrical properties of graphitic electrodes in diamond are assessed using
Current-Voltage (IV) curves.

I Graphitic electrodes were fabricated using a laser setup with an SLM (in
Oxford) and without an SLM (in Manchester), with average diameters of
≈ 1 µm and ≈ 6 µm respectively.

I A comparison of IV curves between electrodes produced with and without the
use of an SLM (Figure 3) shows the lower resistance of electrodes when using
an adaptive wavefront. This results in resistivities of 0.2 Ωcm and 2.5 Ωcm
with and without an SLM, respectively.

Figure 3: IV curves of electrodes produced without (left) and with (right) an SLM. The curves are normalised

to the cross-sectional area of the electrode (36 µm2 and 1.21 µm2 without and with an adaptive wavefront respectively).

Raman Spectroscopy Measurements

I The material content of the graphitic electrodes is observed using Raman
spectroscopy.

I Fits are applied to the spectra to extract the height of the diamond and
graphite peaks (Figure 4).

I The ratio of the diamond and graphite G peaks gives a measure of the
graphite inside the electrode.

I This ratio is lower (0.2 − 0.4) when using an adaptive wavefront than without
(2 − 4).

Figure 4: Raman spectra of electrodes produced without (left) and with (right) an SLM.

Cross Polarised Measurements

I The degree of stress induced by graphitic electrodes in diamond is viewed using polarisers crossed
at 90◦.

I Bright areas signify the diamond experiences a high level of stress.

I A comparison of cross polarised images for the two samples (Figure 5) shows lower levels of stress
induced by the electrodes when using an adaptive wavefront.

Figure 5: Cross polarised images of samples produced without (left) and with (right) an SLM.

Conclusions and Outlook

I Using an adaptive wavefront reduces the resistivity of the electrodes and the amount of induced
stress by the electrodes, while increasing the graphitic content of the electrodes.

I The laser setup in Manchester will be adapted to include an SLM to improve electrode fabrication.

I The performance of 3D diamond detectors made using an dynamically adaptive wavefront will be
investigated with particle beams.
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